
FSC CERTIFICATION RECORD

FSC Certification File - FSC-C191539

License Code: FSC-C191539

Certificate Code: NC-COC-069002

Old certificate code: N/A

Primary Certificate Holder

Company Name: I-Wood Denmark ApS

Local Name: I-Wood Denmark ApS

Address: Fabriksvej 4-6973 

DENMARK-

Website

Certification status: Valid

Date of first issue: Sep 28, 2023

Last status update: Sep 28, 2023

Expiry date: Sep 27, 2028

Certified Forest Area: N/A

Standards assessed: FSC-STD-40-004 V3-1

Due diligence system for FSC 

controlled wood:

No

Produce

Products,Species,and product category details

PRODUCT CATEGORY: 

W8.3.2 Medium-density fibreboard (MDF) 

 

TRADE NAME: 

Acupanels 

 

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: 

Secondary Processor 
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Products,Species,and product category details

 

SECONDARY ACTIVITY: 

 

 

MAIN OUTPUT CATEGORY: 

FSC Mix 

 

TREE SPECIES: 
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FSC CERTIFICATION RECORD

FSC Certification File - FSC-C191539

* IMPORTANT NOTICE

Certification information and data are managed and maintained by the accredited Certification Body 

that issues the certificate.  FSC makes no warranties about the accuracy, reliability, completeness, or 

timeliness of the information, text, documentation, graphics and links provided.

Certification information and data are managed and maintained by the accredited Certification Body 

that issues the certificate.  FSC makes no warranties about the accuracy, reliability, completeness, or 

timeliness of the information, text, documentation, graphics and links provided.

Certification information and data are managed and maintained by the accredited Certification Body 

that issues the certificate.  FSC makes no warranties about the accuracy, reliability, completeness, or 

timeliness of the information, text, documentation, graphics and links provided.

Limitation of Liability:

FSC 's statutory liability for damages shall be limited as follows: (i) FSC shall be liable only up to the 

amount of damages as typically foreseeable at the time of entering into these terms in respect of 

damages caused by a slightly negligent breach of a material contractual obligation (i.e. a contractual 

duty the fulfilment of which is essential for the proper execution of these terms, the breach of which 

endangers the purpose of the contract and on the fulfilment of which the you regularly rely); and (ii) 

FSC shall not be liable for damages caused by a slightly negligent breach of a non-material 

contractual obligation.

1. 

The aforesaid limitation of liability shall not apply to any mandatory statutory liability, in particular to 

liability for assuming a specific guarantee or liability for damages caused by wilful misconduct or gross 

negligence, or any kind of wilfully or negligently caused personal injuries.

2. 

To the extent FSC’s liability is limited or excluded, the same shall apply in respect of any personal 

liability of FSC ‘s legal representatives, employees and vicarious agents.

3. 
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